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Abstract In this paper, a novel quantum anonymous multiparty, multidata ranking (
QAMMR) protocol with d-level single-particle states is proposed. Unlike the QKD-based
QAMMR protocol in Ref. [1], the proposed protocol only need to operate single-particle
states without distributing keys among the participants. n(n > 3) participants can correctly
and anonymously obtain the rankings of their data, with the help of a semi-honest third
party. It is shown that nobody except the participant himself can match the identity with
his data by security analysis.
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1

Introduction

Secure multiparty computation (SMC) is a subfield of cryptography and a basic
topic in the distributed computation, which enables parties to perform correct, joint,
distributed computation tasks without leaking their privates inputs. In the real
world, the parties in these computations are partially trusted or competitive.
Therefore, privacy naturally becomes the issue that participants are very concerned
about. Since Yao[2] presented the famous Yao’s millionaire problem, many classical
results that the privacy of participants’ inputs is guaranteed by the assumptions of
computational complexity have been gained[2–6] .
However, with the rapid
development of quantum algorithms and quantum computing[7,8] , these assumptions
are facing severe challenges. To solve this problem, many research groups focus on
the quantum version of secure multiparty computation, including quantum oblivious
transfer[9–12] , quantum secret sharing[13–16] , quantum private database queries[17–20] ,
quantum private comparison[21–24] and so on.
Quantum anonymous ranking is another branch of secure multiparty quantum
computation. Huang et al in Ref. [1] first put forward the conception of quantum
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anonymous ranking and presented a new quantum cryptographic primitive, the
quantum anonymous multiparty, multidata ranking (QAMMR). The features of the
QAMMR protocols are as follows.
(R1) Correctness. Every participant can correctly gain the sorted results of his
data.
(R2) Anonymity. Nobody except a participant himself should get the sorted
results of his data.
(R3) Untraceability. Nobody except a participant himself can match his identity
with his data.
(R4) Security. The proposed protocol is secure against the quantum adversary.
Then, Huang et al presented three QAMMR protocols, which were QAMMR
protocol in semi-honest model, the QSS-based QAMMR protocol and the
QKD-based QAMMR protocol.
The participants in the first protocol were
semi-honest, and each of the last two protocols was proposed with the help of a
semi-honest third party.
In this paper, we present a novel QAMMR protocol based on d level
single-particle states, with the help of a semi-honest third party. Here semi-honest
third party (TP) refers, he/she will be strictly in accordance with the
implementation of the protocol. That is to say TP will not conspire with external
attackers or participants, even though he may be very curious about participants’
data, and want to deduce them. As same as Ref. [1], the sequencing principle as
follow is employed. Suppose n participants P1 , P2 , · · · , Pn want to know the
rankings of their data sets of non-negative integers DP1 , DP2 , · · · , DPn .
Set
S
S
S
D = DP1 DP2 · · · DPn = {d1 , d2 , · · · , d|D| }, where d1 6 d2 6 · · · 6 d|D| , and
|D| is the number of elements contained in the data set D. After the joint quantum
computation without leaking the information of participants’ data to others, if every
participant gains the value of |Ddi | = |DPdi1 | + |DPdi2 | + · · · + |DPdin | for 1 6 i 6 |D|
(where |DPdij | means the number of di contained in data set DPj ), They can
respectively gain the rankings of their data in ascending order(e.g. the ranking of di
in data set D is |Dd1 | + |Dd2 | + · · · + |Ddi−1 | + 1). To be sure, no secure anonymous
multiparty multidata ranking protocol [1] if n = 2, so the number of participants in
the proposed protocol is also supposed to be larger than 2.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect.2, the proposed protocol is
described in details. In Sect.3, the security are analysed. Finally, a short conclusion
is given in Sect.4.
2

The Quantum Anonymous Ranking Protocol

In a d-level quantum system, a common orthogonal basis is BZ = {|0i, |1i, · · · ,
|d − 1i}. The other orthogonal basis used in the following protocol can be obtained
through quantum Fourier transform operator F transform BZ , it is BF = {F |0i, F |1i,
· · · , F |d − 1i}. The quantum Fourier transform defined as follows
d−1

1 X 2πijk
F |ji = √
e d |ki, j = 0, 1, · · · , d − 1.
d k=1

(1)

Obviously, BZ and BF are two mutually unbias bases. Then we introduce a
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unitary transform operation used in the following text.
U=

d−1
X

|k ⊕ 1ihk|

(2)

k=1

where the symbol ⊕ denotes addition module d. The effect of the operation U can be
illustrated as
U x |ji = |j ⊕ xi, j = 0, 1, · · · , d − 1
(3)
and
U x F |ji = e−

2πijx
d

F |j ⊕ xi, j = 0, 1, · · · , d − 1

(4)

where U x presents performing the operation U x times.
Suppose the measurement value of the single-particle states |0i and F |0i are 0, |1i
and F |1i are 1, · · · , |d−1i and F |d−1i are d−1 in the bases BZ = {|0i, |1i, · · · , |d−1i}
and BF = {F |0i, F |1i, · · · , F |d − 1i} respectively. Now, let us describe our QAMMR
protocol in detail. Suppose n(n > 3) participants want to know the rankings of
their data, where the data set of the participant Pi is DPi = {mi1 , mi2 , · · · , miki }, and
DPi ⊆ {1, 2, · · · , N }. Then they can proceed as follows.
Step 1. TP distributes a random N -dit and d-ary secret key to each of the
participants, the method in Ref. [1] is employed. We denote the key that TP
i
distribute to participant Pi as K i = [K1i , K2i , · · · , KN
].
Step 2. TP randomly prepares N + δ single-particle states from {|0i, |1i, · · · , |d −
1i, F |0i, F |1i, · · · , F |d − 1i} and records which basis these states belong to,
where δ is the check rate. The particle sequence formed by these states is
denoted as S0 . Then TP send the sequence S0 to participant P1 .
Step 3. After receiving the particle sequence S0 , participant P1 do eavesdropping
check with TP firstly. Concretely, after obtaining the acknowledgement of
participant P1 from a classical authentication channel, TP announces the
positions and bases of δ decoy particles. Participant P1 measure these
particles and checks whether eavesdroppers exist in the quantum channels. If
the error rate is greater than the predetermined threshold(τ = 2 ∼ 8.9%[25] ),
the protocol is aborted, Otherwise, participant P1 encodes all his/her data.
Specifically, if the nonnegative integer m1i (1 6 i 6 k1 ) are contained in his/her
data set, he/she performs the unitary operator U on the remaining m1i th
1
single-particle state. And the unitary operator U Kj is performed on the
remaining jth((1 6 j 6 N )) single-particle state. Participant P1 randomly
prepare δ decoy particles from {|0i, |1i, · · · , |d − 1i, F |0i, F |1i, · · · , F |d − 1i}
and insert them into the encoded N particles, which forms the new sequence
S1 . Then he/she send the sequence S1 to participant P2 .
Step 4. The rest of the n − 1 participants execute the procedures just like what
participant P1 do in step 3 one after another. Finally, the last participant Pn
sends all the processed particle sequence Sn to TP.
Step 5. After receiving the particle sequence Sn , TP do eavesdropping check with
participant Pn firstly. If no eavesdropper exist, TP has received Sn securely.
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Then TP measures the remaining N particles in Sn with right bases, the
measurement outcome is recorded as V = [V1 , V2 , · · · , VN ]. Suppose the initial
value of these states is I = [I1 , I2 , · · · , IN ], |Di | is computed as
Pn
|Di | = Vi ª Ii ª j=1 Kij (where the symbol ª denotes subtraction module d).
Finally, TP publicly announces all the values of |Di |(1 6 i 6 N ). According to
the announced values, each of the n participants can gain the rankings of his
data. For example, participant Pi will know the ranking of his datum mij is
i

|D1 | + |D2 | + · · · + |Dmj −1 | + 1.
In this protocol, the data from different participants could be same, and ones
from the same participant are different, so d > n is necessary. If the actions of
participants are limited, such as not connive or will not destroy the protocol to get
the information of others, the first step in the protocol can be omitted. In addition,
the receiver should set up a wavelength filter and a photon number filter to prevent
the invisible photon attack[26] and delay-photon Trojan horse attack[27] .
3

Security Analysis

If a quantum attacker(an outside attacker, a participant Pj or the semi-honest
third party TP) wonders the secret inputs of participant Pi , he/she will do two things:
one is that he/she must know the key K i , the other is that he/she must know the
actions of participant Pi without disturbing the decoy particles. For the first case, the
outside attacker and participant Pj will not get the key K i by the security analysis in
Ref. [1]. However, TP knows the key K i , can he/she take certain measures to know
Pi ’s actions? It is impossible. Participant Pi should set up a wavelength filter and a
photon number filter to prevent the invisible photon attack and delay-photon Trojan
horse attack. The proposed protocol is secure against intercept-resend attack similar
to Ref. [24]. Then we consider the circumstance in which more than one attacker
try to eavesdrop the secret inputs of Pi . No mater what kind attack the attackers
utilize, they also cannot success since they are unable get the key K i . Hence, we have
demonstrated that the quantum attackers will neither gain the data of participants
and nor match the data with participants’ identity. It is evident that the proposed
protocol is correct, so our protocol satisfies the features (R1)–(R4).
4

Conclusion

This paper proposes an novel QAMMR protocol using d-level single-particle
states. In this protocol, n participants can know the rankings of their data set in
size within one execution, with the help of a semi-honest third party. Huang et al.
also proposed a QAMMR protocol based on d-level single-particle states[1] . The
Difference between the two protocols is that our protocol does not distribute keys
among the participants. It is known that nobody except a participant himself can
neither gain the ranking of his data nor match his data with his identity by the
secure analysis.
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